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book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1891 Excerpt: .of mere theory
iuto the domain of practice and daily use. It may not be out of place to present a final summation of
the results attained by the meteorological student iu the investigation ofthat part of the arid lands
comprehended within the territorial limits of Arizona. They are these: (1) Twice each year there
occurs sufficient aqueous precipitation in Arizona to reclaim every acre of land worthy of such
reclamation., (2) The coefficient of evaporation though absolutely high yet is relatively so small in
comparison with the total fluid contents of the actual and projected storage basins that it may be
economically disregarded as a vanishing quantity. (3) A measureless amount of foot-pounds of
available power is daily going to waste in the winds which blow over the land. This power rendered
efficient by wind motors will suffice to utilize the large subterranean rivers which...
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Certainly, this is actually the greatest job by any author. It is definitely simplified but excitement inside the 50 percent of the book. I am just easily will get a
delight of studying a composed pdf.
-- Lelia Heidenreich-- Lelia Heidenreich

This book is really gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for about if you request me).
-- Delbert Gleason-- Delbert Gleason
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